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PREFACE.

The Reform of the Salt Administration.

In this pamphlet we publish a lengthy article on

the above subject consisting of a translation of an
important memorandum, drawn up by Mr. Chang Chien,

the well known Kiangsu Optimus, on the reform of the

Salt Administration. Mr. Chang Chien has been for

tw^enty years or more closely associated with the Salt

Administration, and he is the greatest authority in

China on its woi'king and resources. His statements
may be regarded as authoritative, and his suggestions

as practicable for they are the outcome of intimate
kuowledge and the fruit of long experience.

The question of the status and resources of the Salt

Administration ,of China has lateh- been one of no small
importance in view of the hj-pothecation of its revenues
for loan purposes. It may be well, therefore, to enquire

at what figure, the resources have been assessed by
different authorities within quite recent times. On the
15th October 1910 we published figures issued by the
Board of Finance which shewed that the Salt Gabelle
produced Tls. 46,312,355. The first National Assembly's
Budget was then under discussion. On the 6th May
1911 the Peking correspondent of "The North-China
Daily News," writing to his journal, stated that, "The
Chinese Press publishes the following estimate of revenue
under the new Government. . . . Salt and Tea Taxes,
Tls. 46,312,355.02. . . . This estimate agrees in the
main with the figures given by President Yuan at the
opening of the National Council." These figures were
not at that time called in question, even by our contem-
porary, and in quoting them on the 18th May we took
the opportunity to point out that not onlj' did they
agree in the main with President Yuan's figures, but
also with the figures quoted in connexion with
the first Budget, viz., Tls. 46,312,355, quoted in
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our issue of the 15th October 1910. Confirmation of
the substantial approximate accuracy of the figures

which have been so bitterly called in question is to be
found in one wholly unexpected quarter, however.
Messrs. Odagiri and Midzuno, on behalf of the Sex-
tuple Syndicate, recently made searching investigation

into the resources of the Salt Gabelle, and in a report
prepared by them for the Syndicate they state the total

revenue of the Salt Gabelle to be Tls. 47,575,589, and
the net income, for the Budget of 1912, to be
Tls. 40,074,589. It will be seen from the table at the

end of the pamphlet that Mr. Chang Chien sets the
figure at Tls. 48,224,969, a figure which he points out
in his first chapter needs to be slightly modified, and
he, therefore, reduces it to Tls. 45,200,000. As we have
pointed out above, there is no man in China more
thoroughly conversant with the facts and figures, the
practice and the probabilities, the realities and the

possibilities of the Salt Administration than Mr. Chang
Chien, and when he tells us that. on re-organized lines

it is capable of producing a revenue of $125,000,000,
we begin to have some realization of what the resources

of China, with a reformed administration, must be.

Into these general considerations we cannot here enter,

but to one point attention must necessarily turn.

Before 1900 the Hu Pu (Board of Finance) received

in revenue from the Salt Tax a .sum slightly over

Tls. 12,000,000, and when the Peace Convention was
signed after the Boxer year the indemnities were partly

secured on the Salt Revenue, revenues to the amount of

Tls. 12,000,000 being hypothecated by the third part

of the Fifth Article. Had the Chinese Government
left the Salt Gabelle in its former ill-managed con-

dition it is unlikely that it would today be bringing in

more than Tls. 15,000,000. Through the improvements
and reforms effected lay the Chinese Government, and
by it alone, the i-evenue now stands at Tls. 45,000,000.
There are those who argue that the Peace Convention
clauses give the eleven Powers concerned a lien on
the whole of this revenue. If that contention held good
it would be tantamount to putting a premium on
incou^p'itency, on muddle, on inefficiency, on corruption,

and on waste and extravagance of every kind ; for it
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has been by the partial elimination of these that the

Chinese Govei'nment has more than trebled its revenue

from the Salt Gabelle. The question is one of far-reach-

ing importance, for if the contention hold good that the

extra revenue secured by Chinese reforming energy in

the past is practically the property ofthe eleven Powers,
ofwhom Six regard the rest as negligible quantities, then

the same holds true of the future, and the Chinese

Government, in its desire to increase its revenue and set

its house in order should make a beginning in quarters

over which foreign Powers have no vestige of control

or veto. It is impossible to concede the validity of the

Six Powers' contention, but in order that there may be

no doubt whatever that China shall derive a direct and
unqualified benefit from the re-organization of the Salt

Gabelle, a definite agreement to that effect should be
made with the Powers. The benefit of such an arrange-

ment would be mutual: the Powers would feel that their

security, though not actually increased by amounts over
which they had control, was being strengthened by
reform and re-organization; and China would have the

satisfaction of knowing that whilst adding to her actual
financial resources she was at the same time strengthen-
ing those resources by every step she took along the
path of reform.
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THE REFORM OF THE NATIONAL
SALT ADMINISTRATION.

By Cliang Chieu.

(Published by Authority.)

Chapter I.

PRESENT SALT ADMINISTRATION.
The Chinese Government Salt Administration is found-

ed upon laws and customs over a thousand years old. The
old system being still preserved, it presents a very com-
plicated and confusing situation which is rather difficult to
comprehend. Since the aim of the reform is to sweep away
the antiquated, defective system, there would seem to be
little necessity to go over the present conditions of the Salt
Administration, but were it not understood, one might be
led to'think that the reform programme was in some respects
superfluous and unnecessarily prolonged, overlooking the
fact that it covers a transitional period. Hence a brief ex-
planation is necessary.

There are seven maritime provinces where salt is pro-
duced from sea water: nan\ely, Feng-tien (^ ^). Chihli
1® Wi\ Shantung (lU %), Kiangsu (EC g), Chekiang Q^
K), Kwangtung (Ji ^), and Fukien (fja ®). There are
-two provinces, Yunnan OlS) and Szechwan (0 ^||), where
salt is obtained from salt wells. Shansi ([Ij 0), Shensi
<[^®), Kansu (itK) and Mongolia (^ flf), derive their salt
supply from salt-water lakes.

There are various methods employed in the manufacture
of salt. In Hwaipei, Kiangsu, (it M- ^ ?ift), Chekiang,
Fukien, and Kwangtung, salt-pan evaporation (^ B@) is

used. In Hwainan, Kiangsu {ItM^ M M) Sungkiang
{f^ il) and ^Chekiang, both the board (#[ BH) and fire

evaporation (^ |Sf), methods are in general use, whilst in
Szechwan and Yunnan salt is produced chiefly by fire

evaporation. The sun evaporation process (HS) chiefly

prevails in Shansi, Shensi and Mongolia. Such are the
methods generally adopted throughout the country.

As far as quality of salt is concerned, salt-pan evap-
oration produces the best results. Salt there prepared
has a refined taste, and there is little waste in the
process of evaporation. Such salt commands the best
market. Measured by the increasing amount of brine
waste, the fire evaporation and board evaporation stand
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next to the salt pan evaporation process. The well salt (Si
^) in Szechwan and Yunnan is also of varying grades.
The best Szechwan salt is generally very white and clean,
and there is little waste in evaporation. The Shansi,
Shensi, Kansu and Mongolian salt is slightly bluish in
colour and tastes slightly bitter. It is inferior to the sea salt.

The cost of production is lower by sea water evap-
oration than by other methods. During the months of
May and June, the weather being favourable and pro-
duction abundant, it costs only from 10 to 30 cents per
picul. But both the fire and board evaporation processes
increase the cost of production, which ranges from about
40 cents to $1.00. The cost of the best Szechwan salt is

the hightest, about $1.70 to' $1.80 per picul. Taking the
country as a whole, salt obtained by sun evaporation is

about 7-10 of the total production. Therefore the average
cost of production, that is, the price at which the salt is-

collected at the salt factories, is about 50 cents per picul.*
Statistics are not available to show the total annual

production of salt, but we shall not be far wrong in
assuming that the demand and supply have generally
remained fairly constant and are about equal to each
other, since salt famines or any noticeable over-production
of salt are unknown. An examination into the total annual
consumption will give us, therefore, some idea of the total

annual production. Here again there are no complete and
reliable statistics showing the annual total consumption.
The Government report for 1911 gives incomplete figures-

for the total annual consumption of taxed salt at 26,867,936-
piculs as is shown in the following table :

—

Najie of Pkovince. Total Salt Consumption.

Manchuria 3,840,000 piculs.

Chihli 3,974.982 „
Kiangsu 4,896,888
Liang Cheh 1,700,620
Fukien 772,000
Liang Kwang 1,954,821
Shantung 2,095,744 „
Shansi 1,589,400
Yunnan 512,300 piculs..

Kansu 22,581 „
Szechwan 5,508,600 „

Total 26,867,936 piculs.

* In order to avoid confusion, the silver dollar currency is taken as tlie-

standard in any discussion in regard to taxes and the price of salt. ($1.00
is taken as equal to 100 cents).
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The above statistics were collected by the late

Manchu Government in IQII, but are decidedly in-

complete. Under the present system of Salt Monopoly
Administration, it is safe to assume that the consumption
of untaxed salt is about equal to that of taxed salt. The
Government Report only covers the salt that has paid
the gabelle duty, and this covers only fourteen of the
provinces, including Manchuria. That the amount of
salt which has escaped the salt tax is enormous is evident
from a number of considerations. The salt manufactured
along the sea coast generally does not pay duty. An
untold amount of salt is squeezed by the salt merchants
by means of non-standardized weights, as for example,,
in H.wainan, Kiangsu (vX^;^f#^), one yin (^|) weighs
over 700 catties, where it ought to weigh only 600 catties,

and the Chekiang yin fixes the amount at 350 catties,.

but usually it weighs over 500 catties. Such practices
exist in every province. Besides, the boatmen and carters

employed in the transportation of salt make a living by
smuggling salt which is sold en route. The inspectors, a&
a rule, share a certain percentage of the smuggled salt,,

called Kung yen C^ ^). Then there are the organized
bandit smugglers (^) along the Yangtze River (^ ^ JX>
and Tai Hu (^ ^), carrying on their unlawful pursuits in

organized fleets of salt boats. Arrests made by the Salt
Preventive Service become insignificant when compared
with their large number. Again, the Salt Police them-
selves are engaged in trading in the untaxed salt. They
invariably accept bribes from smugglers, because their
reward for the arrest is small compared with the amount
of bribe offered. Sometimes, they report only a small
fraction of the arrested salt, and make a gain by selling
the rest direct to the people. If high prizes were offered,

the police themselves would buy the untaxed salt from
salt factories, report to their chief as if it were smuggled
salt and receive the reward. It would indeed take
much time to exhaust the many ingenious methods of
smuggling and trading in untaxed salt, ever and every-
where practised. i

In such ways as these the salt goes from the producer
to the consumer untaxed. When all is considered, the
amount of untaxed salt is indeed enormous, and in the
absence of reliable statistics it would not be far wrong
to assume that the amounts of taxed and untaxed salt are
about equal. Accordingly, the total annual consumption
of both taxed and untaxed salt may be roughly put at

about 52,000,000 piculs.
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In support of the abov£ statejnent, let us make another
estimate based upon the /»^r c«^/7rt. consumption of salt.

The population of China is generally spoken of as

400,000,000. The Customs Report, published in 1907,
gives the total population at 417,000,000, whilst the census
statistics collected by the Board of Interior in 1902 show-
it to be 425,000,000. Considering the difficulty of collect-

ing any population statistics in China, the difference is

not wide. The following table is taken from the Board
of Interior Report for China Proper :

—

Population of China Proper.
Name op PEO\^NCE. Population.

Chihli 29,937,000"
Shantung 38,247,900
Shansi , 12,200,000

Honan 25,316,820
Kiangsu 23,980,235
Anhwei 23,672,341
Kiangsi 26, 532,213
Chekiang 17,580,692
Fukien 22,876,540
Hupeh 35,280,685
Hunan - 22, 169,678
Shensi 8,450,182
Kansu 10,386,376
Szechwan 68,724,890
Kwangtung 31,865,281

Kwangsi 8,142,330
Kweichow 7,650,282
Yunnan 12,731,574

Total 425,745,019

According to the same census report, China Proper
has a total population of 425,000,000; Manchuria, 17,500,000;
Mongolia, Chinese Turkestan, Tibet, 7,800,000. The
population for the whole country is about 450,000,000.
As the conditions in Mongolia, Tibet and Chinese Tur-
kestan are different from those obtaining in China Proper,
the general Salt Administration system cannot be made
applicable there at once. Therefore, 7,800,000 should be
subtracted from the total, leaving the population over
which the Salt Administration applies, to be 442,500,000.

Amongst the nations of the world, the lowest figure
for the per capita consumption of salt is 10 catties in
Sweden, and the highest, 18 catties in Japan. In Holland,
thQ per capita consumption is 17 catties; Austria, 16 catties;
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France, 14 catties; Germany and India, 12 catties; and
Italy and Russia, 1 1 catties. The salt consumption capac-
ity of the Far Eastern nations is certainly greater than
that of the West, and China can well be compared with

Japan. However, in the Northern part of China, the salt

consumption is less than in the South. According to-

recent investigations that I have made the per capita

consumption of salt in Kiangsu and Chekiang ranges from
16 catties to 18 catties. Kiangsu and Chekiang are both
maritime provinces, and the consumption of salted marine
products" is not included. We may safely conclude,

therefore, that the per capita consumption in the South is

above 16 catties. After making a liberal allowance for

the smaller per capita consumption in the North, the

average will be certainly above 12 catties, which is a very
conservative estimate for the whole country. Multiplied
by the total population, say 440,000,000, the total annual
consumption will amount to 52,800,000 piculs. This does
not differ materially from our preceding estimate, and
it cannot be far wi-ong.

According to the report of the Salt Administration
Bureau, issued for the year 1910 under the Manchu
Government, the total revenue from the Salt Gabelle
amounted to % 48,224,969,* which, at the rate of $1.50
to Tls. i.oo, is equal to $72,337,435- However, it does
not truly represent the salt tax revenue, for it includes,

besides the salt tax proper (iH W. Wd, the price tax (jBfl ^),.

the additional tax (Jp ^), and various provincial taxes
and Salt Administration expenses, such as, expenses fo-^

the preventive service ({§ ^ #), land tax (^ "J*), salt

land tax (jfct ^)> revenue from Government salt trans-

portation (^ ^ i|5C A) and tribute money from salt

merchants (jtj A % %)
But the returns from Fengtien, Kirin and Szechwan

made the mistake of including the capital for Government
transportation in the table, which makes it necessary to

subtract Tls. 3,000,000 from the total, thus leaving the
more closely approximate figure for the total I'evenue to
be Tls. 45,200,000, equivalent to about $68,000,000.

The tax rate differs in different parts of the country.
The Liang Hwai (^ t§) and Yunnan salt pays the
highest rate, Tls. 3.30 per picul. The lowest rate prevails
in Manchuria and Fukien, where it is less than Tls. i.oo

per picul. In the Liang Kwang (IB ^), it is between Tls.

2.40 and Tls. 2.50, and in Chihii it is Tls. 2.00 per picul.

* See table at end.
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In Shangtung, Liang Claeh (W Wj) (Chekiang and part of

Kiangsu) it is between Tls. 1.50 and Tls. I.60. In

Szechwan and Hotung (M y^) (Shansi) the rate is Tls.

1.70 to Tls. 1.80 per picul. The average rate is about Tls.

1.75 per picul (for the whole country) which is equivalent

to about $2.70 per picul. This excludes, however, the

various official fees and salt merchants' expenses, which
are added to the tax under the old system. In a word, it

is within safe limits to say that the total tax burden per

picul is over $3.00.

The Chinese Government Salt Administration is in

the nature of a monopoly, which consists of two parts

:

the Government monopoly and the merchant monopoly.
In Manchuria, the Government monopolistic control is

direct and complete, and this is the best part of the

present Salt Administration. The monopolistic division

•of territories and districts differs in different provinces,

but the general prevailing system,,whether in Government
monopoly or merchant monopoly, consists of a series of

definite consumption territories or districts, that is, certain

monopoly selling areas. For example, if a merchant,
undertaking to transport and sell the salt of a certain

pi'oducing territory to a certain prescribed district,

oversteps the limits of his monopoly selling area, the salt,

even if it is taxecL would be declared illegal.

To this are added various minute regulations, the sole

purpose of which is the restraint of the salt trade through
the different stages of distribution. The monoply of salt

distribut ion is fui-ther specialized into two functions,

namely: the Chang Shang {^ 1^") that is, the middleman
merchants who purchase the salt in the producing districts

and sell it to the Yuen Shang (jS inj) or to the official

agent; and the Yuen Shang or the special authorized
merchants, who purchase the salt from the Chang Shang
and transport it to the monopoly selling districts to be
sold either to the retail salt merchants or to the retail

salt shops, often owned by themselves. Frequently, the
functions of the Chang Shang and Yuen Shang are com-
bined in the same person. However, it is unnecessary to

enter into this in any detail, as it has little connexion
with the present discussion.

The methods of tax collection are different in different

provinces. Sometimes the tax is paid in advance, whilst
in many places only a certain percentage is prepaid, and
after the salt reaches its distribution the full payment is

made. The great multitude of salt taxes, designated by
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various fanciful names, are complicated beyond description.
Besides the salt tax proper, which belongs to the central
Government, there are the various provincial taxes, and
taxes for charity funds, which are levied, at so much per
catty. In a word, there is no definite system in the Salt
Administration and tax collection. With twenty years'
work, I have not yet been able to find out all its conditions.
Such defects, however, will soon be remedied and any fur-

ther detail will only confuse the mind of the reader.
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AIMS OF THE SALT ADMINISTRATION REFORM.
After this brief preliminary survey we may now discuss

the plan of the reform. Before proceeding any further, we
must announce our aims, for which the necessary reforms
are to be effected.

I.—The first aim is to unify and systematize the Govern-
ment Salt Monopoly Administration, which shall be
placed directly under the control of the central

Government. The tax rate and tax collection, the

system of purchase, transportation, and sale of salt

shall be put on a uniform basis, for the whole country.
2.—The same tax rate shall be maintained and thus the

annual salt tax revenue shall not only be kept from
decreasing, but shall be made to double itself within
a few years.

3.—The salt tax burden shall be equalized, and in the-

non-producing regions salt shall be obtainable at a
fair price. (In some of the non-producing regions,

the price is often as high as 15 cents per catty).

4.—All the illegal purchasing, selling and carrying of

salt shall be made impossible, so that there will be
no salt consumed without being taxed. Along the
transportation routes, there shall be no post of

inspection, and in districts of consumption, no salt

police. The Government salt distribution and tax
collection offices ('g H ^), police (M% #) and the
various inspection posts (^ |^ ^ M 1^ 0f ) shall be
all abolished. All salt shall be taxed at the place of
production, and there will be no need, therefore, of
the complicated system of inspection and prevention,
with the great army of inspectors and police, along
the route and in the districts of consumption.

5.—The Yinti* (^I ffi) system or the monopoly selling
districts, shall be abolished, but the Yuen Shang, or

'Yinti means the Government prescribetl monopoly selling districts, wbieli

must consume the salt from certain designated producing territories. Selling salt

beyond the prescribed limit would be regarded as illegal even if the salt had
been properly taxed.

This system still prevails, and has brought about the most evil results.

The Yin Shang (91 ]wl) (or Yuen Shang) are those merchants who are given
the monopoly privileges of distributing and selling salt within certain prescribed

districts. The salt manufacturers all belong to the working class.
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the authorized salt merchants, shall be protected and
enabled to continue their business in the salt trade,

and there shall be no encroachment upon the occu-

pation of the salt producers.
6.—It shall be our aim to make the price of salt, like other

commodities, obey the law of supply and demand, and
vary according to its quality. The costs of production
of salt being different, the Government selling price

to the salt merchant shall be made uniform by adding
the tax to the average cost of production.

7.—By improving the methods of production and manu-
facture, the costs, of production of salt shall be annu-
ally reduced, and proportional reduction shall be made
in the Government selling price of salt.

8.—To avoid any over-production and scarcity of salt, a'

balance shall be kept between the supply and demand.
With the various aims as stated above, it is only

natural we should be enthusiastic in advocating a thorough
reform of the Salt Administration. The nucleus of the-

reform plan is the Government monopoly of the salt

trade. Whilst abolishing the old Chang Shang (^ j§j)

system, the Government shall establish agencies in the
producing districts to purchase the salt directly from the
manufacturers, and after adding the tax, sell it to the
Yuen Shang or the transport merchants. There are,

therefore, three general principles in preparing the plan
of the new system of Salt Administration. The salt shall
be manufactured by the salt-workers (^ ^), collected by
the Government ('g' J{Sj), and transported by the merchants

(iff iS^. We will now explain these three points and
discuss the plan of reform along these lines.
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THE SALT-WORKERS AND SALT
MANUFACTURING SYSTEM.

The word "salt-workers" is here used to indicate

those salt producers who are engaged to work for wages
and not for profit. The system includes both the pro-

duction and manufacture of salt by the salt-workers, and
excludes any transaction of a commercial nature. The
old occupation of the Chang Shang was to purchase the

salt from the producers and sell it to the Yuen Shang or

the official agent, a transaction which is of a purely com-
mercial nature and is forbidden by the policy of the new
administration. The all-important object of the present

plan is the direct Government purchase of salt from the

producers, no middleman being allowed to come between

the producers and the Government.
Since the merchant has no right to purchase directly

from the producers, the Government will have to purchase

iback all the properties that belong to the Chang ^ang,
such as brine lands (S flli). sea-shore salt farms (M il),

evaporation boards (11 M), evaporation furnaces (H JEt)

and the various other kinds of means of manufacture.*

If the existence of any of these properties offers no
hinderance to the policy of the new administration, they

shall be preserved as before.

If the declared object of any properly incorporated

companies, that can be easily regulated by the Govern-
ment, | is to improve the methods of manufacture and the

qualityof the salt at alow cost of production, they shall be
allowed to! enter into the salt manufacturing industry,

and shall be considered as a special class of manufacturers.

But the salt shall be directly bought by the Government
exclusively.

To introduce necessary improvements in the production
and manufacture of salt, the Government shall establisli

special factories, which, however, will not be classified

under the manufacturing system.

* Sometimes it happens that some ol these ijroperties are inherited by the

procluoers. In sucli cases, they shall be allowed to retain the ownership, as

their position as salt- workers is not att'ected by the possession of such properties.
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These two iDrovisions seem to conflict with the prin-

ciple of the manufacturing system. However, by estab-

lishing direct Government purchase and abolishing the

Ghang Shang system, the Government has no antagonism
to the Chang Shang and does not compete for their profit,

but there are other evident reasons :^
First, the old salt factories, each following its own

way of management and scattered all over the country,

cannot be uniformily regulated, if individual ownership
is retained; but if they are owned by the Government, the

factories can be systematized and consolidated as the case

may be. (This was referred to under the fourth aim in

the second chapter).
Secondly, the costs of production differ widely 'in

different parts of the country. Factories whose cost of

production is high and whose profit is small, are bound
to go out of business. If they were ordered to be closed,

it would work great hardship upon both the Chang Shang
and the producers. But thi-ough Government purchase
and ownership, such factories will be simply closed up,

and work may be provided for the people thrown out of

work. In cases where the cost of production is low, the
Government will make gradual improvement, and after a
few years, the cost of production throughout the whole
country would be reduced. Thus the Government monopoly
selling price may be likewise reduced.

Thirdly, Chinese salt is very inferior in quality and
improvements must be inti-oduced in the methods of manu-
facture ; but it is impossible to expect the present Chang
Shang to carry on this kind of work. Once the Chang
Shangsystemisabolished,eitherthe Government or industi'ial

companies can undertake to adopt new methods for the
production of the refined salt. The Government would be
quite willing to allow the incorporation of such companies,
if they could be easily regulated and offer no hindrance to
the complete carrying out of the new Governnemt mono-
poly policy. (This is what is referred to under the fifth

aim in the previous chapter).
It shall be decided after a thorough investigation whether

the salt wells in Yunnan and Szechwan shall be classified
under merchant-ownership or under projlucerSjOwnership.

The salt-workers manufacturing system may be further
discussed from two other points of view :

/. The salt producing districts.

(l)The limit of the salt producing districts and the
location of the salt factories shall be determined by the
government.
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(2) Manufacture of salt from unsuitable brine shall

be prohibited.
(3)The materials of manufacture, such as salt brine,

salt clays and salt mines shall be strictly prohibited
from being bought, sold or transported.

(4) All the non-productive salt-farms, salt-water
lakes and salt-wells shall be closed.

(5) The Government shall purchase at anofficial price
and terminate the uses of the salt-farms, salt-wells and
the salt-waiter lakes which are so scattered as to make
Government regulation and control difficult, or whose
output is small either because of the low percentage of
salt contained in the brine or because of the high cost
of production.

(6) The Government shall purchase, at a fair price,

those factories whose existence is inconsistent with the
principle of the Government monopoly purchase.

2. Government Regulation of the Manufacturers.

(1) All salt manufacturers shall be required to apply
for Government permit. (A census shall be taken of
the manufacturers already engaged in the salt manu-
facturing industry, and they shall be required to be
registered in order to continue their old occupations).

(2) In cases where the factory premises and the
construction materials belong to the manufacturers, or

where they were formerly alloted to them by the
Government, the manufacturers shall be i-equired to

make a report to the Government, and the properties

shall be surveyed and registered.

(3) The Government shall examine and register all

the tools of production and manufacture. 1

(4) It shall be forbidden to manufacture sa t con-
taining a deleterious amount of foreign matter or in any
way injurious to health.

(5) The output and the methods of manufacture
shall be regulated by the proper Government authority
in charge of the producing district.

(6) The salt shall be all sold directly to the Govern-
ment collection agency, and shall not be allowed to be
carried, sold, or given away to any other party.



Chapter IV.

GOVERNMENT SALT ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM.

By Government collection is meant the direct and ex-

clusive purchase of all the salt from the manufacturers by
special Government agencies, established in districts of

production.

The principle is to purchase all the salt at the.cost of

production, and after a classification of the salt according to

whether it is intended for personal consumption or for in-

dustrial consumption, the tax will be added to the average cost

of production, which shall be the uniform selling price to the

Yuen Shang or transport merchants, regardless of where it

is manufactured or whither it is to be transported. For
example, the costs of production in Chihli and Kiangsu are

widely different, but the Government selling price to the
Yuen Shang shall be made uniform for both places, by
adding the tax to the average cost of production. (This is

what the fifth aim refers to in Chapter II.)

The Government selling price to the Yuen Shang means
the delivery price at the nearest sea-port, station, river

wharves, or the nearest island traffic routes, which shall be
designated by the Government. It includes the cost of
production, packing expenses, the salt tax and the trans-

portation charges to the delivery station.

The plan of the Government collection system may be
briefly outlined under four headings :

—

/. The Collecting Agency.
(i) According to the position of the salt-farms,

salt-wells and salt-water lakes, districts of production
shall be made out, and a special Government agency
shall be established in each district for its supervision.

(2) There shall be five important duties of the chief
official agent in each producing district :

—

(a) to supervise the manufacturing of salt.

(b) to direct the management of salt collections.

(c) to manage the sale of salt.

(d) to supervise the salt police.

(e) to make various statistical reports to the central
administration.
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2. Methods of Collection.

(i) The determination of the cost of production
shall be based upon the cost of fuel and brine, the rate
of wages and the price of grain. The collection price
(the Government purchasing price) shall be determined
according to the quality of salt, but sufficiently enough
to assure the manufacturers of a profitable and in-

dependent living.

(2) A certain number of storehouses shall be estab-
lished in each of the producing districts.

(3) Special salt experts shall be engaged to analyze
and classify the salt into five grades. Special salts

for industrial uses shall be manufactured and sold at
reduced prices.

9. The Government Selling System.

(1) Only Government-recognized merchants can
purchase salt from the Government collection agencies..

But salt for industrial uses, such as for salting fish,

cattle raising, etc. shall be otherwise provided.

(2) The Government selling price to the Yuen Shang
(which includes the tax) shall be determined by the
central authority of the administration by adding the
tax to the weighted average of the costs of production,
thus making the selling price uniform throughout the
whole country.

(3 1 The place where the delivery of salt should be
made by the Government selling agencies shall be
determined by the Government.

(4) The standard of measurement for the purchase
and sales of salt shall be, before the adoption of a
national standard of weights and measures, the Szema
scale (^ 5S ^') which makes 16.8 ounces equal to one
catty, 100 catties to one picul, and 16 piculs to one ton.

(5) The Government shall establish a salt bag
standai'd, by which the material, form and holding
capacity of the salt bag vised for transportation shall

be determined and uniformly maintained.

4. Organization of Factory Ground Police.

(1) Each producing district shall have a police
force under the charge of the chief official agent for

the district. The number of police shall be determined
according to the size of the district and the facilities

for checking any transaction in illegal salt. Mounted
police shall be organized where the coast line is long.

(2) In case of necessity, marine police and police
gunboats shall be put into service in order to protect
the salt merchants and to prevent illegal trading in

salt.
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(3) Expenses for the maintenance of the salt police
shall be paid by the central administration.

(4) The smuggled salt arrested by the land or

marine police shall be entirely turned over to the
Government store house, and after it is sold, a certain

percentage of the proceeds shall be given to deserving
officers and men of the police as a reward. Cases of
bribery shall be strictly dealt with according to the
regulations to be specially provided.

(5) Beside the factory ground police a certain.

numlDcr of detectives shall be employed.



Chapter V.

MERCHANT SALT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM.
The term Yuen Shang (^ |^), as used under the new-

system, has quite a new meaning. It is applied to the class of
salt merchants who are registered and authorized by the
Government to purchase salt from the Government selling

offices in the producing districts, transporting the salt to

the stipulated consuming territories and selling it to the
salt shop (SS )S) merchants. They are the carriers amd
wlrolesale dealers between theGovernment and the salt-shop
merchants. They conduct their business through incorpor-
ated companies, and not as individuals. The significance
of the term may be further indicated as follows :

—

(1) Under the old system, the word Yuen Shang
denoted an individual, whilst here it means an incorporated
company.

(2) .The old system allowed the Yuen Shang to buy
salt only from certain prescribed producing districts, but
under the new system, they can purchase from the Govern-
ment selling agencies anywhere they please.

(3) The old Yuen Shang also conducted the business

of the Chang Shang or retail salt-shops. The Yuen-Shang
are forbidden under the new system either to act as the

Chang-Shang between the Government and the producers
or to conduct salt-shops in addition to the prescribed
number of branch offices of the merchant salt transport
companies.

It may be said that since the Government adopts the

policy of monopoly control, the transportation functions of

the Yuen Shang may be taken up by the Government, so
that there will be no need for the existence of this class of
merchants as carriers. To carry out a policy of this kind
would be to encounter difficulties that are at present insur-

mountable, for example :

—

(1) China being such a large country and having no
adequate means of communication, the vast organization of
a Government transportation system would require such a
large amount of capital, as the Government is not yet
in a position to supply, and besides, it would be difficult to

find a sufficient number of men fitted for such work.
(2) Under the old system, the monopoly privilege of

the salt merchants was based upon special Government
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monopoly permits called Yin-Piao (^I ^) or Yen-Piao

(is ^). which by law are not negociable. But through long

•established custom, their nature has been gradually

•changed. Now they are regarded as representing a class of

intangible property—capable of being bought, sold, rented

or pledged as security—a kind of negociable instrument.

But such practices are still not recognized by law. It would
therefore create a great disturbance in the financial market,

if the Yuen-Shang were given no opportunity even in the

transportation business under the new administration. The
special monopoly permits shall be declared null and void,

but the holders of such permits shall be given first pref-

erence to form companies by depositing a guarantee fund

in the office of the central administration, according to

special regulations. This is the protective policy in the

reform plan. Furthermore, the old Yuen-Shang are a better

•class of men and more experienced in handling the trans-

portation of salt, thus assuring efficiency of management.
In conclusion, it may be. said that, during the present transi-

tional period, the transportation functions of the Yuen-
Shang must be retained, although Government transport-

-ation as well should be our ultimate aim.

Again, it may be argued that since the Government is

not yet in a position to take over the transportation, the
• carrying of salt may be left free to individuals, and this

business need not be limited to commercial companies.
Though there is not much to be said against this argument,

yet such a system is impracticable under the existing

•conditions. If large incorporated companies are not re-

quired for the transportation of salt to certain prescribed

and stipulated consuming territories, the people in non-
producing regions in the far interior, in the border provinces,

-or in sparsely settled territories, may suffer from a scarcity

of salt, with the result that they must either pay exorbitant

prices or go without it. Furthermore, individual merchants
with limited capital will find it unprofitable to be engaged
in transporting salt for thousands of //. Therefore, con-
sidering the present conditions of communication, it is

clear that the time is not yet come for the abolition of the

merchant transportation system.

What has been considered a public grievance against
the Yuen-Shang lies in the arbitrary nature of their

monopoly privilege. Take, for example, two places, A, the

consuming district, and 5, the producing district, near to

each other. Naturally A buys the salt from B because of

the low price made possible by the low cost of transportation.

But the Government requires the people in A to consume
the salt from district C, a place further from A than B, and
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the consumption of salt from B would be regarded as-

illegal, even though the salt tax had been properly paid-
Again, take two producing districts A and B, and suppose
the tax rate in A is lower than in B. C, the consuming
district between A and B, naturally buys the salt from A,.

other things being equal. But through the Yuen-Shang,.
the Government compels C, to consume the salt from B.

This is what is called the Yin-ti (^I flii) or salt warrant
district system. All discussions on the Government salt

monopoly agree that such a despotic system works a
great injustice on the people. According to the new plan,,

though there are territories of consumption, there will be no
restriction as to the districts of production. The Govern-
ment selling price being the same in all the producing dis-

tricts, the Yuen-shang can make their purchase anywhere
they please. The Yuen-shangs' wholesale price to the
salt-shop merchants within each consumption territory shall

be fixed by the Government. Thus, the cause for the
arbitrary monopolistic control is removed, and all the abuses
resulting therefrom will disappear. The reform, therefore,,

will preserve the old business of the Yuen-shang, whilst
removing their arbitrary control. Even dealers who have
been hitherto engaged in dealing in prohibited salt will find

opportunities to follow a lawful occupation.
Three points need here to be considered.

I. The merchant salt transportation system.

(1) The country shall be divided into a certain number
of territories, and in each territory one merchant salt trans-

port company shall be formed.

(2) The organization of the merchant salt transport
company shall be in accordance with the regulations of in-

corporation.

(3) The organizers, after registration of incorporation
according to regulations, shall be required to deposit in the
central administration office a guarantee fund upon which
interest bearing Government bonds (to be called Salt Guar-
antee Bonds) shall be issued to the company. The guaran-
tee fund deposit shall be equal to one-third of the company's
estimated annual total purchase of salt at the Government
price, that is to be distributed in the consumption territory
contracted for by the merchant salt transport company.

For example, if the total annual consumption in a certain
con'sumption territory should be 1,000,000 piculs purchased
at the Government price, say at $ 3.00 perpicul (including
the tax), the company shall deposit in advance a guarantee
fund to the amount of $ 1,000,000.

(4) The selling price of the company to the salt-shop-
merchants or the other retail merchants shall be determined
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by the Government according to the prevailing rate of

interest on short term loans and the costs of transportation

from the Government delivery stations to the different

branch offices of the merchant salt transport company.
(5) The number and location of branch offices of the

merchant salt transpoit company within the contracted con-
sumption territory shall be determined by the Government.

(6) The merchant salt transport company shall not be
allowed to conduct any salt manufacturing industry, nor
shall they be allowed to establish any salt shops besides
its branch offices.

2. Privileges of the Yuen-shang.
(1) When the new regulations are enforced, the dis-

trict monopoly warrants shall be declared null and void, but
the monopoly warrant holders shall be given first preference

for a limited period to incorporate merchant salt transport
companies.

(2) The exclusive right of distribution and sale of salt

of the merchant salt transport company within a certain

consumption territory shall be limited to ten or fifteen years.

(3) The stocks of the merchant salt transport company
shall be negociable.

(4) Within the period of 10 or 15 years, no two com-
panies shall be allowed to be incorporated in the same
consumption territory.

(5) The merchant salt transport company shall be left

free tomake itspurchase from anyGovernment selling agency.
(6) The merchant salt transport company can borrow

loans for transportation capital from the Salt Administra-
tion Bank, but the loans must be secured by the Government
salt guarantee bonds.

(7) The merchant salt transport company can ask for
Government assistance to facilitate the transportation of
salt in case of difficulties on the route, or to reduce heavy
freight charges, as, for example, the construction of light

railroads, the opening up of navigation lines or the install-

ation of freight boat service.

3. Provisions regarding Government Salt Trans-
portation.

(1) In places where the Yuen-Shang system does not
exist, the Government shall establish Government salt

transport offices to manage the transportation.

(2) The price of salt of the Government salt transport

agency to the salt shops or individual dealers shall be deter-

mined according to the prices of the merchant transport
companies. Thfe net profit from Government salt transport

companies shall be considered as revenue from Government
industries.
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FUNDS FOR REFORM.

The general plan of the salt reform has been indicated
above, but it is impossibe to carry out these reforms
effectively without a large amount of capital. The necessary
requirements of a large fund may be classified under three
headings :

—

(1) To purchase, at a reasonable price, all the manu-
facturing premises, salt-wells, salt-water lakes, salt store

houses and other tools of manufacture that belong to the
Chang-shang.

(2) Where the cost of manufacture is high, the Govern-
ment will have to purchase all the manufacturing premises,
furnaces and wells, which shall be, as the case may be,

either improved or closed up. Improvements shall be made
in those districts where the cost of production.is low.

(3) To facilitate the delivery of salt, the Government
shall establish, at the various delivery stations. Govern-
ment store houses, wharves, light railroads, steamboat and
lighter services.

Of the above (l) requires the largest amount of capital
whilst (2) and (3) may be gradually carried out according to

the financial ability of the administration.
Amongst the seven maritime provinces, Fengtien has

no Chang-shang system. There the Government or the mer-
chants buy the salt directly from the producers. Hence there
is no need of Government purchase of the manufacturing
properties. The conditions in Chihli and Shantung are main-
ly the same, and there are many cases where Government
purchase is necessary. The Hwainan and Hwaipei sections
of Kiangsu are widely different from each other. Hwaipei
is very much like Chihli and Shantung, and about one-half
of the manufacturing properties will have to be purchased
by the Government. In Hwainan, salt is manufactured by
the fire evaporation process, and the Chang-shang are in
possession of about l,ooo,000 mou of grass land, both of
which make the cost of production very high. So there.
Government purchase should be complete. The situation
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inChekiang is very complicated, and Government purchase
is necessary in the majority of cases. In Fukien, though
there is no Chang-shang system, the coastline is very long
and the producing districts are widely scattered. In many
places Government purchase is necessary to bring together
the salt producing areas for purpose of uniform control. In
Kwangtung, the Yuen-shang and Chang-shang are usually
the same person. There complete Government purchase
is a necessity.

In the interior provinces, like the salt wells in Yunnan
and the salt-water lakes in Shansi, Shensi and Kansu, the
factories are all concentrated in definite areas and can be
easily regulated. It would cost a comparatively small sum
for the Government to purchase them. Mongolia may be
temporarily omitted in this discussion. But in Szechwan
there are about 8500 salt wells which have all been drilled

by native methods. The cost of prduction is widely
different from that elsewhere; and whether or not there will

arise any conflict with the new Government monopoly
policy without Government ownership is a question that is

yet to be decided.
Therefore, except Mongolia and Fengtien, there are

eleven provinces or salt producing areas, where Govern-
ment purchase of the factories has to be carried out.

According to their productive capacity, these provinces
may be divided into three classes:— 1st. Chihli, Kiangsu,
Fukien, Kwangtung and Szechwan: 2nd. Shangtung,
Chekiang and Yunnan: 3rd. Shansi, Shensi and Kansu.
An estimate of the total purchasing price and various
improvement expenses for each province of the 1st. class
may be put at $ 5,000,000; for each of the 2nd. class,

$3,000,000 ; and for each of the 3rd. class, $1,500,000. The
total for the eleven provinces will be $ 38,500,000 which
will be the total capital required for Government purchase
of the factory properties for the whole country.

The above estimate for the total capital is made on the
basis of three kinds of expenditure, that is, for Government
purchase, re-organization and improvement of factories.
Two-thirds of the capital will be used for Government
purchase, and one-third for reorganization and improve-
ment works. Though it cannot be called an accurate
estimate, it is fairly approximate.

The capital can be raised by issuing $50,000,000 Govern-
ment Salt Guarantee Bonds to be taken by the merchant
salt transport companies as security for the guarantee fund
deposit, and the money shall be used to defray the expenses
of Government purchase, improvement works of the salt
manufacturing industry, and other incidental expenses.
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According to provision (3), section (l), Chapter V. the
merchant salt transport company is required to deposit a
guarantee fund equal to one-third of the estimate of their

total annual distribution. Accordingly, the Government
ought to receive a total guarantee fund of $50,000,000
estimated at $ l.OO per picul for 50,000,000, piculs which
is the estimated total annual production of salt for

the whole country. But allowance should be made
for places where Government transportation is necessary,
as for example, in an extensive interior territory or
where Government transportation is already established,

or where the producing and consuming districts are quite
near each other. Taking the whole country, therefore,

about 70% of the estimated total annual production will have
to be carried by the merchant transport companies, and 30%
by Government transport agencies. Thus, the salt guarantee
fund deposit should be reduced by 30% leaving $35,000,000,
which is $3,500,000 short to meet the estimated total ex-
penditure of $38,500,000 for the Government purchase of
salt factories and carrying on improvement works. This
deficit of $3,500,000, however, can be safely met annually,
by the net surplus from Government transportation, as it

would require several years to carry out the scheme of
Government purchase.

Supposing the total of the Salt Guarantee Bonds is fixed

at $35,000,000, the annual interest payment and the years of

redemption are as follows:

—

Year.
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According to the above table, the annual interest pay-
:ment and payment for principal after the fifth year will be
met from the net profit of Government transportation. The
total receipt from salt tax will be kept intact, as it will be
used to meet other important obligations. To find out

whether or not the annual net profit is sufficient to meet the

obligations of the Salt Guarantee bonds, a ten year period

should be taken for the estimate.

The total annual consumption of salt for the whole
country has been estimated at 50,000,000 piculs. The salt

to be transported by the Government is about 30%, or

15,000,000 piculs. But this figure could not be obtained
during the first few years after the new system is put into

operation. For the first year it may be put at 50% of the

estimated total, 10% increase every year following, and after

the sixth year the estimated total of 15,000,000 piculs will

be reached.

The net profit from Government transportation per picul

may be estimated by considering the cost of salt per picul

and the various transportation charges.

Start by supposing that the Government's cost price

at the factory is $3.00 (which includes the tax), the freight

charges, depending upon the facilities of communication,
are indeed very difficult to estimate. Roughly speaking
it requires at least 20 cents to 30 cents, and at most 70
cents to 80 cents, per picul. Take the medium at 50 cents.

Interest payment on borrowed capital, salaries, wages,
and the current expenses, may be at 50 cents per picul.

The total cost, including the salt tax, then, amounts to

$4.00 per picul. Add 10 per cent net profit, and the
selling price by the Government transportation agency
will be $4.40 per picul. Now, when this is compared
with the average selling price to the s^alt shops under the
old administration, it is indeed very much lower. (A very
conservative average estimate would be about $6.00 per
picul under the old system.)

Thus, the net profit can be made 40 cents per picul,

which, compared with the total annual distribution by the
•Government transport agencies, is shown in the following
table :—
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Years.
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Year.
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net profit of the company will be $ 340,000 which is esti-

mated on the basis of the average total consumption of

850,000 piculs, per year. Add to the net profit 48,000 dollars,

the average annual interest payment on the salt guarantee
bonds, it will leave the company an average total net sur-

plus of $ 388,000 per year for the ten year period, as shown
by the following table :

—

Year.
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25% on the capital, the largest return on current investment
in China ; and there is no other investment which is more
secure than the salt transportation business. To the salt

merchants this is certainly a strong inducement. Further-
more, it is needless to say that if the territory can consume
more than 1,000,000 piculs a year as it is bound to increase,

the net profit, obeying the law^ of Increasing Return will

increase accordingly.
Again, a salt monopoly permit, as in Liang-Hwai, has

a market value of over $I0,000. In Chang-lu (-^ §[), i.e.

Chihli and Honan, it is worth a little less. Eager to preserve
their former business based upon these monopoly permits,

it is certain that the salt merchants will be anxious to take
the opportunity to incorporate the merchant salt transport
companies. This is the chief reason why the plan of the
Salt Guarantee Bonds can be easily carried out, and that
the capital fund for carrying out the reform need not be
sought elsewhere-



Chapter Vll.

SALT ADMINISTRATION BANK.

The sale of the Salt guarantee bonds will supply funds
for the re-organization of T;he salt manufacturing industry.

But without proper banking facilities to finance the capital

of the Government selling and transportation agencies, or
to assist the merchant salt transport companies in obtaining
loans, bills of exchange, etc., both the Government and the
merchants would be greatly handicapped to properly carry
out their functions. Hence the establishment of a Salt
Administration Bank cannot be delayed. The Government
should provide a sum of $ 20,000,000 for the capital of the
bank, which shall have quite an independent character, and
should be distinguished from the Central Government Bank.
The scope of the banking operations shall be limited to
making secured loans, bills of exchange, receiving deposits
and conducting other banking functions that arc strictly

connected with the improvement and other constructive work
of the salt business. It shall not be allowed to conduct any
of the ordinary business of a commercial bank, outside of
the scope of the salt business, nor shall it be allowed to
have any financial relations with the central Government.

Branch banks shall be established in the distribution

territories and at important places in the salt producing
provinces.

The merchant salt transport company can obtain loans
from the bank by-offering Salt Guarantee Bonds as security,

and the company can make deposits, and purchase or
discount bills of exchange from the Bank.

If the Government selling agency is in need of current
capital for the purchase of salt, it can arrange short term
loans from the Bank, and if there is a surplus, it can be
deposited in the Bank. The Bank shall serve as the chief
agency in handling all the incoming and outgoing funds of
the Salt Administration. The Bank shall be made the sole
agent for the issue of the Salt Guarantee Bonds and for the
payment of principal and interest thereof.

With the Government sanction and uffcn Government
approved estimate of the cost and net profit, the Bank shall
issue bonds to establish modern salt factories or for pur-
chasing machinery necessary for improving the salt manu-
facturing industry.

The Regulations of the Bank shall be specially provided
by the Government.
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PROGRAMME OF PROCEDURE.

The plans proposed above are mere outlines, and they

are so complicated that it is impossible to carry out all the

reforms at the same time. But once the order of procedure

is- decided and the yearly programme mapped out, it will

be easy to watch and count upon the result from step to

step. The yearly programme is as follows :

—

First Year.

Investigation and Preparation.

(The old system of salt administration shall be tempor-

arily maintained.)

(1) Determination of the system of administrative
officials.

(2) Appointment of officials for the central and pro-

vincial administration according to the official

system.

(3) Investigation of the conditions in places of pro-
duction.

(4) Investigation of the conditions in places of con-
sumption.

(5) Determination of the producing territories.

(6) Preparation of regulations in regard to the organiz-
ation and management of the Government collect-

ion agencies.

(7) Determination of territories of consumption and
location of the offices of the merchant salt trans-

port companies.
(8) Establishment of the Salt Administration Bank.

(9) Preparation of various regulations and rules gov-
erning the Government salt administration.

(10) Establishment of training schools for preparing
special salt manufacturing exports and adminis-
tration officials.

Second Year.

Further Preparations.

(Whatever else is practicable may be carried out during
this year.)
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(1) Systematic purchase of the various salt factories

and commencing the purchase of salt directly from
the manufacturers.

(2) Commencing incorporation of merchant salt trans-

port companies.

(3) Commencing organization of factory police.

(4) Commencing establishment of branch offices of
the Administration Bank in the various production
and consumption territories.

Third Year.
Commencement of the New Administration.

(The old Regulation and Rules of Salt Administration
shall be abolished, and the new Regulations and Rules
shall be enforced.)

(1) Establishment of Government collection agencies
in the producing districts.

(2) Completion of the organization of factory police,
and abolition of the old preventive service.

(3) Completion of the establishment of the Government
and merchant salt transportation organization.

(4) Enforcement of all new Regulations and Rules.

(5) Complete establishment of branch offices of the
salt administration banks.

This is the third year in the reform programme, but it

is the first year the new Administration is put into operation.
The estimate for the annual total salt distribution of the
merchant salt transport company and the total annual
receipts from the Government selling agencies shall begin
from this year.

Fourth Year.
Commencement of Improvements.

(Second year of the new Administration)
(1) Abolition of salt factories where the cost of produc-

tion is high and the output is of an inferior quality.

(2) Improving salt factories where the output is of a
superior quality and the cost of production is low.

(3O Improving methods of transportation.

(4) Completion of detailed organization of factory
police.

Fifth Year.
Further Improvements.

(Third year of the new Administration)
The various plans shall be completely carried out

during this year. After this, various kinds of improvements
and extension works shall be carried on, the details of which
need not be discussed here.

According to the above programme, the first step of
actually carrying out the reform will be taken after three
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years of preparation, and complete result can be secured
in the fifth year after the commencement of the reform. (If

the Government, however, possesses enough funds and
reforms may be effected simultaneously, the preliminary
steps of the actual plan may be carried out during the
Second Year.j But the completion of the programme
means only the completion of the reorganization of the
salt factory system upon the old basis. It can not include,

therefore, a complete change to the modern methods of
manufacture, so that only salt of the best quality is

produced. Even though a few modern factories will be
established, its production would not have much influence

on the total output of the whole country. It is only possible
after the sixth year, when the total annual consumption
and the total salt tax revenue are well secured, that we can
devote our attention to carrying out the programme of
extensive improvements in the methods of rrianufacture..

Such aims may be realized within ten years.



CHAPTER IX.

ESTIMATES OF THE SALT GABELLE REVENUE.
During the first year of the programme conditions are

just like the present. The old system still exists and the
new system has not yet commenced its working. The
administrative agencies are ha>f disabled arjd the salt

revenue amounts to little. What is received as salt revenue
is scarcely enough for payment of soldiers by the different

provinces which the central Government has no means of
even making an estimate. For the present, it is very
urgently needed that an official system for the central and
provincial Salt Administration should be determined and
immediately enforced, and that the salt tax should be clearly
defined as a national tax, to be entirely administered by the
direct agents of the central Government. Under the present
conditions, when everything concerning the salt trade is

disorganized, the reform work can only make slow progress,
and it can hardly be hoped that the salt tax revenue would
reach the total of $ 68,000,000 which was collected under
the Manchu Government. Generally speaking, the salt tax

can only yield about 70% of the above sum.
During the second year it would still be impossible to

restore the salt revenue to its normal conditions. If, how-
ever, the administrative authority is well centralized, and
the programme can be carried out in its proper order, the
revenue conditions should be better than in the first year.

An approximate estimate would put the revenue figure at

85% or about $54,000,000.

The third year on the programme is the first year the
Government monopoly purchasing system is put into

operation. To test the result of the new Administration,
this year should be taken as the beginning. Though the
managementandthe administrative authority are centralized
and unified, and what may be called a working order
established, the arrangements are yet incomplete and the
organization of factory police cannot cover its territory in

any great detail. Hence, it is quite natural that the former
estimate of the total annual consumption of taxed salt is

put for, the first year at 50% of the estimated total, and for
every year following there will be an increase of 10% until
the sixth year is reached when the estimated total of
50,000,000 -piculs will be obtained.

The costs of production in the various producing dis-
tricts in the different provinces are different. The average
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will be about 50 cents per picul. Add to this, 50 cents for

the running expenses of the Government selling agencies,

packing, coolies, and freight charges from the factory to

the Government stations, lighterage, brine shortage, etc.

(From the factory to the Government collection office and

from the collection office to the delivery station there is a

great deal of waste in the transportation. Allowance

should be made for this shortage in the selling contract

between the selling agency and the merchant salt transport

company.) Therefore, the average total cost to the Govern-

ment will be $1.00 per picul.

What shall be the rate of the salt tax per picul.?

According to our estimate $2.00 will be a fair mean rate,

but at the beginning of the new Administration, when
there is no definite figure to show the annual total consump-
tion, a rate fixed too low could not meet the heavy demand of

Government expenditure. For the three years after the new
Administration is put into operation, therefore, the rate

shall be fixed at $ 3.00 per picul. In the fourth year it may
be reduced to $ 2.50. Thereafter the greater the total

consumption, the less would be the total cost per picul, and
if the cost is reduced by 10 cents per picul, the tax rate shall

be likewise redViced by 10 cents. It has been estimated

that, after the reorganization plan is completely carried out,

the total cost to the Government would be reduced from
$ l.oo to 50 cents (about) per picul. The estimate of

50,000,000 piculs for the total annual consumption is rather

a conservative one. After completing the re-organization

work, the total annual consumption is bound to increase.

Generally speaking the tax rate can be reduced in the future

to $ 2.00 without reducing, however, the total salt gabelle

revenue. But such a result, though quite possible need not

be estimated in the present discossion.

In the following table only the $ 3.00 and $ 2.50 rates

are used :

Year.
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According to the above table, if the tax rate per picul

is fixed at $ 3.00 and the total Government cost at $ l.OOper
picul, the selling price to the merchant salt transport com-
pany will be $ 4.00. If the tax rate is reduced to $ 2.50 per
picul the Government selling price will be $ 3.50 per picul.

If the Government cost is reduced, the tax rate will be
reduced likewise, so that the Government selling price may
be cheaper. On an average such a price is lower than what
was prevailing during the Manchu Government, but the
revenue under the new Administration will nearly double
itself at the end of six years. This is my first aim in

advocating the reform plan which is based upon facts so

far obtainable, and has been worked out gradually through
long experience and patient labour.

~~!^^im>3if^—



CHAPTER X.

(Conclusion.)

Before concluding this discussion, I have yet a word
to say in regard to the policy I advocate. The policy of
the new Salt Administration, based as it is upon the history
of China, should be adapted to the world conditions of the
time. I would not make any high-sounding promises
of reforms only existing in the imagination, which could
offer no remedy to the real situation. Amongst the civilized

nations the Government policy towards the salt business,
except the free trading of salt, can be classified under three
systems. The first is the Salt Taxation System, that is

Government monopoly sale of salt according to the pet

capita consumption of the population. Every nation has
passed through this stage in the evolution of the Govern-
ment salt monopoly. But under such a systeni, if the
Government pursues a liberal policy, the revenue would be
reduced and the salt duty would become a sort of additional
land tax. If, however, the regulations are too rigid it would
become a system of compulsory sale to the people, which
would destroy the fundamental principle of the freedom of
contract. China has suffered a great deal from such a
despotic system during the Five Dynasties near the end of
Tang Dynasty. The Sung Dynasty had a liberal Govern-
ment policy, and the salt business was reduced to a kind
of merchant monopoly (fS'j ^f), from conditions like this
have evolved most of the Government monopoly policies of
the European nations. There are yet three nations in
Europe whose salt administration policies are based upon
this system, viz., France, Germany, and Holland. All
discussions on salt agree that it is a defective system, and
it is beyond possibility that China should adopt it. The
second is the Custom Taxation System, which, however, is

only adapted to countries having a large export and import
trade of salt. The third system is the Government Mono-
poly. There are ten countries in the world, namely.
Austria, Hungary, Italy, Switzerland, Greece, Rumania,
Servia, India, Turkey and Japan, where Government Salt
monopoly prevails. In China, Government monopoly of
salt has come into existence since the Han Dynasty. The
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Chinese salt monopoly is of a complicated nature and may-
be distinguished as complete or partial, direct or indirect.

For example, under the direct monopoly the manufacturing,
transportation, and retailing of salt are all conducted by
the Government as in Austria and in China during the reign
of Han Wu Ti (-^l 5^ '^). Under the indirect monopoly,
as in the present system in Japan and that of China in the
time of Liu Yen (:gij ^), during the Tong Dynasty, the

manufacture and the retailing business are in the hands
o"f merchants, and the Government makes the purchase and
conducts the transportation. Under the direct monopoly
system, the Government itself establishes offices for selling

of salt, and under the indirect system the merchants become
the selling agents of the Government. What the reform
plan provides as the salt-workers manufacting Government
collection, merchant transportation, and small traders
retailing systems, are in the nature of partial and direct

Government monopoly. What is different from the old
system is that formerly, besides the Government monopoly,
there was a merchant monopoly, which is now abolished,

and the monopolistic power completely lies in the hands of

the Government.
It may be asked why, since the Government monopoly

is complete, should there be provision for the Yuen-Shang.
Allow the Yuen-Shang, and as they conduct both the trans-

portation and sale of salt, why should there be the system
of retail traders below the Yuen-Shang ? Does not the so-

called retail traders system allow free competition ? It is

not only inconsistent with the monopoly system, but also

conflicting with the right of the Yuen-shang. What then
is the object .'

Of course, it is a general principle that under the
Government monopoly, anyone can come and purchase
from the Government selling agencies, and it should'not
be allowed to introduce a special class of merchants called
Yuen-shang, However, by reason of ancient custom and
the present conditions of the salt trade, the provisions re-

garding the Yuen-shang system are exceptions ; and as it

does not in any way disturb the Government monopoly
policy, nor does it encroach upon the economic freedom of
the people, there is no adequate reason why the business of
several millions of salt merchants be swept away. Thus,
under the Government monopoly the system of Yuen-shang
is 'provided. To allow the free competition of retail traders
below the Yuen-shang will, in the first place, check any
possible arbitrary control of the Yuen-shang and, in the
second place, open up greater economic opportunities for the
people, so that when the new Administration is in full
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operation, and there is no smuggled salt to be found, the

traders in illegal salt, finding no other opportunity to make
a living, would be saved from becoming paupers and
criminals. It may be said, in conclusion, that there is no
institutiop which is wholly free from defects and no law that
ever remains unchanged. The law is best that answers the
requirements of the people and accords with the tendencies
of the time. I have full confidence that what is advocated
here will increase the financial resources of the Government,
protect the business interest of the merchants, and promote
the economic welfare of the people.
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Name of Province.

Producer's
Tax and

Salt Land
Tax

(Taels)

Fengtien
Kirin
Helungkiang
Chihli
Liang Hwai
Chekiang
Fukien
Tsqrhar
Marches of Yunnan
and Szechwan
Kwangsi
Kwangtung
Szechwan
Shantung
Shansi
Yunnan
Jehol
Shensi
Kansu
Sungkiang
Hupeh
Kweichow
Kiangsi
Hunan
Honan

TOTAL.

9,933
104,659
87,502

7,690

4,504

14,979
16,350

245,617

Salt Tax
Proper
(Taels)

Salt Likin
Tax (Tls.)

Addi-
tional

Tax (Tls.)

Miscel-
laneous
Local
Taxes
(Taels)

Revenuan
from

Govern-
ment salt

Transport-
ation (Tls.)

312,498

905,966
1,494,640

798,357
320,628

1,690,029

315,760

556,359

474,744
9,791

16,727

10,317

19,568

754,489
1,601

7,677,074

536,773
81,521

35,000

4,932,424
67,152

109,350
4,250

6,000

267,453
52,868

1,326,036

22,384

56,679
130,000

791
50

53,177
191,858

47,608

454,959

8,376,333

801,391

114,129

3,267,502

4,736,419

1,358,158

135,414
3,800

222,526

542,014

3-539.578

748,320
458,812

197,884

24,482

423,447
49,870

753,925
240,669

695,741
296,322

18,610,403

1,653

1,435,000

4,001

77,549
18,295

5,880

238,157
251,512

21,108

65,000

153,647

2,271,802

1,330,162

1,013,735

475,500
658,418

433,039

1,132,348

80,867
20,000

8,440

5,158,509

Various
Contract-
ed Taxes.
(Taels)

Extra
Income
(Taels) Total Tls.

40,000

27,800

2,508,713

1,148

31,970

3,245

24,512

2,637,388

317,530

434,476
451,496
69,159
78,251

83,923

242,448

2,800

355,967

9,570

33,254

398,969

1,655,694
1,838,310

1,013,735
5,170,030
13,840,856

2,384,329

1,084,372

8,050

6,000

567,528
5,670,346
6,261,269

1,427,838

1,346,162

1,158,595

55,381

441,322
167,518
19,618

1,755,777
434,128
72,120

1,549,669
296,322

247,843 48,224,969




















